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Letter from the Editor
Jennifer Schroeder, SESA Multiple Disabilities and DeafBlind Specialist

I am sure that we have all heard the saying "Actions speak louder than words". I heard this
expression growing up, often when I was doing something that I was not supposed to be doing.
I loved reading as a child, and still do, but often was in trouble for saying that I would do
something, only to be found reading my book instead. While reading isn't a bad thing, it was not
what I said I would do and therefore, my actions did not match my words.
For many of the students that we work with as special education teachers, words and
communication do not come quickly or easily. When you do not have the words to express
yourself, often, your behavior or your ACTIONS end up doing the talking for you, which does not
always come in a socially appropriate form, or even an understandable one. While that is
frustrating to us as adults, imagine how frustrating it is to our students.
Our goal as teachers, parents, and other staff in the school is to help our students see that
words can and DO speak louder than actions! It is up to us to work with our students to find the
words that will work best for them; words that will be faster, more efficient, and more effective
than their actions. This looks different for everyone . . . some students will develop speech,
others will use pictures, some will use their eyes to communicate, and others will use a
combination of methods. Whatever the means, however the words are delivered, our students
have the right to learn that language in order to communicate in the most effective and least
frustrating way possible!
Jennifer Schroeder, SESA MD and DB Specialist
jschroeder@sesa.org
Communication Development for Students with Cognitive Impairments
and Multiple Disabilities
Meriah Cory, SESA Multiple Disabilities Specialist

There are many ways to encourage communication development, but it is important to keep in
mind that communication can be hard and actions can be easier for many students. If we want
to encourage communication in students, we must be willing to work as hard as the student.
Tip #1 Wait-time:
•
•

If the team is anticipating needs, the student does not need to communicate.
If the team does not provide time after questions for student to process the information
communicate often does not take place.

Wait time is a simple although often a frustrating way to encourage communication. By giving
the student time before jumping in to help or answer for them, we are allowing them time to
process information and figure out how to respond. Usually this means counting to 20 slowly
before expecting a response or repeating a direction (the time is dependent on the student and
situation. If teaching a new skill, expect it to take more time). Students will often surprise us if
we give them the time they need and might show skills we have never seen before.
Tip #2:
If you have a student using an alternative form of communication remember:
•
•

It is like speaking and learning a second language and it takes time to learn.
Second, it takes a model and repetition to enhance communication capabilities.

The student most likely does not have someone in their community who communicates in the
same way, so the opportunities need to be provided for them. This means:
•
•
•

Having a poster in the classroom with the core words they are using that staff refers to
and uses while teaching lessons.
This might mean another device set up so that the activities can be mirrored and
communication modeled.
Hard copies of the student's boards printed out and laminated, so that other students
(peers make great models!) and staff can model the different words while speaking to
the student.

Only when teams are committed to requiring communication and not just excepting behaviors,
will "words" speak louder than actions.
Resources:
http://www.rockybay.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/6.2-Teaching-Strategies-Modelling-inEveryday-Activities.pdf
http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/how-i-do-it-encouraging-aac-implementation/
Communications Skills and the Visually Impaired Student
Angel Black, SESA Vision Impairment/Multiple Disabilities Specialist

As we all know, non-verbal behaviors tell us a great deal about another person. What they are
feeling, what they may be trying to communicate to us while having a conversation, and even
what they may be thinking. Students with visual impairments may have a difficult time picking
up on other individual's non-verbal communication and body language, as well as not
understanding what their own non-verbal behaviors are saying because they may not be able to
see the other person's reactions to them. This can create awkward moments because almost all

social skills used by individuals with sight are learned visually. However, there are a few things
we can do to help our visually impaired students with their communication skill set.
•

•

•

•

When talking to another person, remind students to turn their face and/or their bodies
towards the speaker's voice, to look at them while trying to make eye contact. You can
begin by making sure your student always looks at you when you are talking to them and
when they are talking to you.
Many visually impaired students tend to stand or sit too close to people they are
speaking, typically because they are trying to see them better. However, this is not
socially appropriate. Being too close makes others uncomfortable, so it is important to
teach our students that no closer than arm's length is a safe way to always know how
close they are and to be at an acceptable distance.
Some students may need to be taught some non-verbal communications skills, for
example, when it's appropriate and how to: wink, shrug their shoulders, nod yes or no,
and even smile and frown.
Encourage students to show affection in socially appropriate ways, always considering
the person, place, and situation.

Always keep in the back of your mind that it is ok to give our students honest, kind, and fair
feedback about their non-verbal behaviors and communication skills. By doing this, you can help
your student shine with appropriate and socially accepted communication skills!
Driving Behavioral Change with Communication
John Barrowman, SESA Autism Impairment Specialist

Teaching communication is both simple and complex at the same time. However, the simpler a
strategy, the better it seems to work. How many times have you found yourself caught in a loop
with a student or a coworker/family member and asking yourself how you got there? Well, I
know it happens to me and there is a simple three step process to break out of that loop.
Step One: Identify what you want to have happen
Step Two: Pick as few words as possible to communicate the point
Step Three: Make a visual reminder for you or the student/child
Here's an example:
You have a student who loves to build blocks. When the blocks get stuck together, she will
scream until someone comes to help her. Repeatedly you say, "Quiet Voice", yet she still
screams when the blocks are stuck.
Solution:
Step One: Identify what you want to have happen (Ask for help)
Step Two: Pick as few words as possible to communicate the point (Help Me)
Step Three: Make a visual reminder (Place a picture icon for "help" in the blocks bin)

Now, when the student/child screams about the blocks being stuck, you can easily direct her to
her visual reminder. If the student is non-verbal, she may hand you the picture instead of
speaking. Congratulations! You have just added communication that is manageable and built-in
to your day!
Here's an example for those of you working with young adults:
You have a high school student who is working on appropriate social interactions with his peers
during lunch. He tends to start conversations about inappropriate topics.
Solution:
Place a small notecard in his lunchbox that has a few conversation starters. (What did you do
this weekend, what are you doing after school, etc.). Now staff can direct the student to his card
during lunch.
Additional tips to make communication changes:
1. Write down words or phrases your students are learning on the board so staff can be
reminded what you are all working towards.
2. Create small 3x5 cards with words or pictures on them and place them in the areas where you
would need that language.
3. Model/practice the new language by saying the new words or using the picture cards to show
your student that they work.
4. Remember that learning takes times and students may make mistakes from time to time - This
is OK.
5. Start small - The most challenging routine in your day may not be the best place to start trying
to make a change. It is OK to choose a small routine or topic and work from there.
Language and Communication for the Deaf
Patrick Pillai, SESA Executive Director

In a world of silence, action is the chief conveyor of meaning and imitation is an attempt to play
along. For deaf children, imitation is non-comprehension. When an act of imitation begins to
convey meaning, we have communication. How do we build language and meaning?
1. Use concrete items to teach meaning. E.g., Ask a child to sit on a chair to teach the word
sit. Using the same scenario teach on, under, etc. By repeating actions and words in
meaningful contexts, language and comprehension is taught.
2. We only use the words we know! Listen to the context of the words used incorrectly and
model the correct one.
3. Visual clutter confuses and obscures meaning. Use a clean surface to provide a clear
picture of what is being taught. Identifying one word on a messy board is easy when you
know vocabulary and meaning. For a child, lack of vocabulary and/or meaning leaves
them guessing at the target word.

4. With limited vocabulary, attempts at comprehension is like watching the flashes of an
unsubscribed TV channel. It prompts a guess but provides the context to be wrong.
5. Start with simple sentences that convey a clear concept. Use words the student knows
and slowly introduce new words within context.

My SESA Story
Jamie Johnson, SPED Teacher at M.E. School, Bethel, AK

I am a Special Education Teacher who has had a wonderful working relationship with the
specialists from SESA. In preparing for our visits, it is the biggest help for us to collaborate
beforehand, either by phone or email. That way, we have our agendas set and we are on the
same page from the start of the visit.
Jennifer Schroeder, SESA MD Specialist, and I know each other quite well as we were former
colleagues and friends for a number of years. So, she knows how my teaching style may be! She
also has a great rapport with my students, paraprofessionals, and teachers. At the end of the
day, rumors spread quickly when she has a meeting. Staff often comes to meetings who are not
invited to gain insight about student programming.
The best lessons I take from SESA site visits are best inclusion practices for my students. As our
students have so many people involved from day to day, it is important for everyone to be on
the same page. This happens during SESA's visits to our school.
As I am a question asker, SESA is available via Skype after visits! Team meetings happen after
visits. If the team is not available, email is also a great way to collaborate.
I cannot say enough about the assistance SESA has given our program at ME School in Bethel. I
look forward to many years of working with SESA to achieve excellent programming for our
students.

A new kindergarten student, Serine,
learns about magnets in a science unit.

Mr. Johnson works on a language activity with Avery,
Rosebud, and Serine.

Literacy skills are taught in a variety of ways and are
always more fun with a friend!

SESA Success Stories
Aimee Smith, Autism Resource Specialist, AARC

Recently, the AARC partnered with John Gill from STAR Autism Support to provide training on
the STAR Curriculum (Strategies for Teaching based on Autism Research) for special education
staff from the Lower Kuskokwim and Bering Strait School Districts at the LKSD District Office in
Bethel. Paraeducators and teachers learned evidence-based practices for working with students
on the autism spectrum, including discrete trial, pivotal response training, and functional
routines. They worked on both instructional processes and how to take data. Here are a few
comments from participants:
"Great information and material that I did not know before. I can see how I can use this information
with different students."
"I liked the way the training was organized, starting with research, then behavior, DT, PRT, etc."
"I found DT and PRT very useful. I loved that John was prepared with all the slides, videos,
interactive activities, and all STAR Program comprehensive forms. The entire workshop is
applicable to my entire caseload."
"Thank you for your passion and dedication."
The AARC will be again be partnering with STAR Autism Support in February to bring the LINKS
Curriculum Training (Linking Assessment and Instruction for Independence) to the PreConference of the Alaska Statewide Special Education Conference (ASSEC)! The LINKS program
promotes independence in natural environment

by building routines that are individualized to
each student, including school and
community lessons. The LINKS program and
pre-conference training workshop is a great
fit for secondary educators and support staff
who support older students with ASD and
related disabilities. Participants interested in
this training will need to sign up through
the ASSEC website starting November 6th.
Participants attending the pre-conference
sessions have the option of registering for 1
(one) University Credit. If you are interested
in this session, sign up quickly, as this training Stephanie and Beth Ann talk through strategies and using the
token board.
is limited to 30 participants.
SESA Library Resources
Anne Freitag, SESA Librarian

MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development
Inventories [kit] / by Larry Fenson ... [et al.]. 2nd ed. Paul H.
Brookes Pub. Co., c2007.
Description: "...professionals can tap into parents' ... day-today knowledge and respond to legislation that requires
parental input in child evaluations. Top language researchers
developed these standardized, parent-completed report forms ... designing the forms to focus
on current behaviors and salient emergent behaviors that parents can recognize and track. ...
three components: words and gestures form, ... words and sentences form ...vocabulary
checklist..."-- Publisher's website. For children ages 8-18 months.
The CAT-kit [kit] / developed by Tony Attwood [with] Kirsten
Callesen and Annette Muller Nielsen. 2nd rev. ed. Future
Horizons, c2008.
Description: The components for this program consists of visual,
interactive, and customizable communication elements for
children and young adults. It is designed to help students
become aware of how their thoughts, feelings and actions all
interact and, in the process of using the various visual components, they share their insights
with others.

Bee Smart Baby [video series, DVD]. Produced by Baby
BumbleBee in conjunction with CVP Communications. Baby
BumbleBee ; Educational Products for Infancy, Inc., 2002.
Description: Designed for infants, uses many techniques for
successful learning.

The Dancing Dialogue : Using the Communicative Power of
Movement with Young Children / by Suzi Tortora. Paul H.
Brookes Pub., c2006.
Description: "Children's nonverbal cues can uncover critical
information about their emotional, social, physical,
communicative, and cognitive development. The first
approach to focus exclusively on the importance of observing
nonverbal expression, The Dancing Dialogue shows early
childhood professionals how to assess the behavior and movement of children with a wide
range of issues - and use what they learn to develop appropriate interventions. Designed for use
with children from birth to 7 years of age, and equally effective for those with and without
special needs, this book reveals how to: skillfully observe children's nonverbal cues and develop
a keen awareness of the feelings and messages behind them ; expand children's abilities in key
developmental areas by engaging them with movement, dance, music, and play ; use these
nonverbal interactions to strengthen social and emotional bonds with children ; help caregivers
and educators use the same types of interactions to connect with children and stimulate their
development, both at home and in the classroom.
This eagerly anticipated volume brings to book format the popular program Dr. Tortora has
presented to thousands of professionals. The Dancing Dialogue is a one-of-a-kind resource that
combines insights from diverse disciplines, including psychology, neurobiology, occupational
therapy, physical therapy, dance movement therapy, and early childhood development. No
dance background is needed - the ideas and techniques are accessible for professionals from any
field. Strategies are brought to life by the author's vibrant, encouraging voice and the
fascinating stories of children and adults engaging in the communicative dance. Whether used in
an early intervention program, in a classroom, or with individual caregivers and their children,
this is an innovative, effective way to assess and enhance the development of young children."
For more information on any of the titles listed above or questions about the SESA Lending
Library, please contact:
Anne Freitag, SESA Librarian.

